
Option Stars
5* Room types Nights- Hotel in PALANGA

3 4 5

1.

1/2
Semi-deluxe
with double

bed
318,00 424,00 530,00

1/2
Luxurious

deluxe with
double bed

450,00 600,00 750,00

1/4

Luxurious
family deluxe

(2 separate
beds, one

double bed)

264,00 352,00 440,00

There is no elevator;
Breakfast - super high quality breakfast in restaurant or in room;
Beds - only queens beds;
Wi-Fi   - for free;
Parking- for car for free;
Check - in from 2 PM
Reservation only available with  50% deposit
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room you
order.

Option Stars
4* Room types Nights- Hotel in PALANGA

3 4 5

2.

1/1 Doubles 135,00 180,00 225,00

1/2 Deluxe without
balcone 237,00 316,00 395,00

1/2 Deluxe with
balcone 252,00 336,00 420,00

1/2 Apartments
with balcone 285,00 380,00 475,00

1/2 Apartments
with terrace 294,00 392,00 490,00

1/2
Big Apartments

with sauna in
room

690,00 920,00 1150,00

There is an elevator;
Breakfast -with breakfast;
Beds - only queens beds;
Wi-Fi   - for free;
Parking - car parking is an additional fee: 8 Eur/night;
Check - in from 12 AM
Children up to 3 years are staying for free if additional sleeping bed is not needed.
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room you
order.



Option Stars 4*
PLUS Room types Nights- Hotel in PALANGA

3 4 5

3.

1/2 Doubles 195,00 260,00 325,00

1/2 Mini deluxe 210,00 280,00 350,00

1/2 Grand
Apartments 225,00 300,00 375,00

There is an elevator;
Breakfast -with breakfast (all apartments has little kitchen);
Beds - twin beds and  queens beds;
Wi-Fi   - for free;
Parking - car parking is an additional fee: 8 Eur/night; Bus parking is an additional fee: 45 Eur/night (its near the
hotel);
Check - in from 3 PM;
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room you
order.
Pet - pet fee - 15 Eur/night;

Option
Stars

3* Room types
Nights- guest home in PALANGA

3 4 5

4. 1/2
Doubles
without
balcone

135,00 180,00 225,00

1/2 Doubles with
balcone 150,00 200,00 250,00

150 meters to the Palanga sports arena (location of the championship)
There is no elevator;
Breakfast -with breakfast;
Beds - twin beds and  queens beds;
Wi-Fi  - for free;
Parking - for car is for free;
Check - in from 12 AM;
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room you
order.



Option Stars
3* Room types Nights- Hotel in PALANGA

3 4 5

5.

1/2 Economy
double 132,00 176,00 220,00

1/2 Double 144,00 192,00 240,00

1/2 Better double 168,00 224,00 280,00

1/3 Tripple 129,00 172,00 215,00
50 meters to the sea; There is an elevator;
Breakfast -without breakfast;
Beds - twin beds and  queens beds;
Wi-Fi   - for free;
Parking - car and bus parking is for free;
Check - in from 1 PM;
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room you
order.
By ordering more than 50 rooms, the hotel will provide 220 square meters hall FOR FREE;

Option
Stars

3* Room types
Nights- guest home in ŠVENTOJI

3 4 5

6. 1/2 Only double
beds 114,00 152,00 190,00

100 meters to the sea;  There is an elevator;
Breakfast -without breakfast;
Beds - only queens beds;
Wi-Fi   - ;
Parking - car and bus parking is for free;
Check - in from 12 AM;
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room  you
order.



Option Stars
3* Room types Nights-Apartments in ŠVENTOJI

3 4 5

7.

1/2
Doubles

Only double
bed

105,00 140,00 175,00

1/3 Tripple 108,50 144,00 180,50

1/4 Quadruple
studio 108,50 144,00 180,50

1/4

Quadruple Lux
and deluxe
(one double
bed and 2

single beds)

114,00 152,00 190,00

50 meters to the sea;
There is an elevator;
Breakfast -without breakfast (all apartments has little kitchen);
Beds - twin beds and queens beds;
Wi-Fi   - for free;
Parking - car or bus parking is for free;
Check - in from 12 AM;
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room  you
order

Option Room types Nights-Apartments resting houses in ŠVENTOJI
3 4 5

8.

1/2 Doubles 102,00 136,00 170,00

1/3 Tripple 102,00 136,00 170,00

1/4 Quadruple 102,00 136,00 170,00
100 meters to the sea;
There is no elevator;
Breakfast -without breakfast (There is a little shared kitchen);
Beds - twin beds and  queens beds;
Wi-Fi  - ;
Parking - car or bus parking is for free;
Check - in from 12 AM;
There is a resort fee which is 1 eur per 1 person per 1 night. It is an additional fee, it doesn't matter which room  you
order

The above mentioned price rates are per person.
  Reservations are accepted until 15th of April 2023.

Reservation is confirmed only after paying a 30% deposit.
You must pay full price until 30th of April 2023.

Please note, that “Option 1” hotel is asking 50% of the price as deposit
(that's an exceptional requirement from an exceptional hotel)

During reservation, please specify what type of bed (single or double) you desire if the hotel offers different choices.
Email for hotel reservations:    partneriai@worlddances.lt

mailto:partneriai@worlddances.lt

